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				                            INDIA'S LEADING CERAMIC CONSULTANCY.
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				                    Ball Clay

				                    
				            Ball clay show exceptionally factor structures and comprise of a blend, principally of kaolinite, mica and quartz, with each contributing various properties to the mud. The cystallinity of the key part, kaolinite, impacts fired execution. 
				        

				        
				        Ball Clay Powder


    Ball clay is a very rare rock that can only be found in a few places on earth. Particularly appreciated as a base ingredient in the production of pottery is ball clay powder.




    An uncommon mineral valued for its fluidity - Ball clays are kaolinites, which typically contain 20–80% kaolinite, 10–25% mica, plus 6–65% quartz in addition to organic content. Mother rocks are weathered and transported by water to create ball clay. a variety of factors, including the amount of the major and accessory minerals present, seams within the same deposit will have different compositions. 




    Ball clays are extremely plastic, extremely fine clays that are primarily employed in the production of ceramic sanitaryware and whiteware. These clays are prized for their flexibility, idle strength, and light color after firing. Some clays even produce goods that are completely white. Ball clays are utilized as amendments to soil in agriculture as well as in refractories, polymer compounds, adhesives, or sealants.




    Kaolinite is the primary component of the silicate clay rock known as ball clay: Al2Si2O5(OH)4.




    bodily characteristics - extremely plastic, very good workability, heightened unfired power, Rheological constancy, regulated residue and Refractoriness.




    broad portfolio offering chosen blends. To ensure that we generate ball clays that address the technical requirements of each distinct location, we also use ball clay mixing platforms in Egypt, India, Indonesia, and Brazil.



Ball Clay mines in India

We can produce high-quality goods for a variety of purposes by carefully processing and combining chosen clays from various areas. We have our own mines of ball clay in India.



    a key component of ceramics - Our ball clays provide the cohesiveness and functionality required for the production of ceramic components such as sanitaryware when paired with kaolin. Ball clay gives dinnerware, when combined with kaolin, feldspar, and quartz, a high degree of flexibility and a pleasing white-fired color. Ball clays are appreciated for their plasticity and bonding abilities in wall as well as floor tiles. They guarantee a flawless finish in glazes along with engobes. Plastic clays are used in electrical porcelain insulators to give insulation from high voltage currents. 




    Our ball clays and chamottes with high alumina content serve a purpose in refractory applications as binders for making refractory bricks or as additives to increase plasticity when installing refractory.  




    Our ball clays are additionally used as exceptional multi-functional fillers and extenders to beautify the overall performance of plastics, rubber, adhesives in addition sealants, fertilizers plus insecticides.




    Here, we have a deep perception of our customers' necessities and their markets via greater than One hundred years of blended experience. Our groups will proceed to assist clients meet their technical challenges, presenting nearby aid and the quality ball clay blends to decorate their routine.
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				                            Bentonite Clay

				                            These bentonite powder are bikaner based absorbent clay consisting mostly  [...]
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				                            Red Clay

				                            Red Clay Technology is an initial art of ceramics  [...]
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				                            China Clay

				                            These China Clay Powder is a clay mineral, part of the group of [...]
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				                            Gypsum

				                            High Whiteness, High Strength, Low Silica, etc [...]
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				                                        Hydrated Lime Stone
				                                    

				                                

				                            

				                            Hydrated Lime Stone

				                            Calcium hydroxide, traditionally called slaked lime, is an inorganic compound, [...]
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				                            Ball Clay

				                            Ball clay is an extremely rare mineral found in very few places, [...]
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				                            Plaster of Paris

				                            We are manufacturer Exporter and Supplier of Ultrafine grade, [...]
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				                            Quick Lime

				                            Calcium oxide (CaO), commonly known as quicklime or burnt lime, is a widely used, [...]
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				                            Silica Sand

				                            The most common constituent of sand, in inland continental settings and non-tropical, [...]
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				                            siliceous earth

				                            Siliceous Earth is a naturally occurring, soft, siliceous sedimentary rock, [...]

				                        

				                        
				                    

				                

				                

				            

				            
				            
				            

				            
				        

				        
				        
				        
				        
				    

				

				
				
								

		

			

				

					

					

						

							company info


							

								 Ball clay is a very rare rock that can only be found in a few places on earth. Particularly appreciated as a base ingredient in the production of pottery is ball clay powder.  
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